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As highlighted by security-focused OS mechanisms such asSELinux [10], Solaris Trusted Extensions [5], or TaintDroid[4], a mandatory access control (AC) policy is thefundamental corner stone of any security guarantees.A correct and reliably enforced AC policy provides asolid and reliable defense against privilege escala�ona�acks, i. e. threats such as root kit malware andransomware. Both requirements are covered in thewell-known reference monitor (RM) principle [2]: whilethe verifiability requirement demands both correctnessby design and formally provable proper�es, the total
media�on and tamperproofness requirements focus onreliable enforcement of a policy.
Such abstract requirements contrast with a prac�calprocess of design, specifica�on and implementa�on of anAC policy, which inevitably introduces the human elementof de-abstrac�on and decision-making. To minimize theimpact of this, specialized languages used for these taskshave to sa�sfy a diverse range of requirements:
Adequate abstrac�ons: The seman�cs and granularityof abstrac�ons used to specify a policy, e. g. usera�ributes, object classes, domains etc., shouldmatchthose used in the enforcing system. A widely adoptedapproach is the use of a specifica�on language fora�ribute-based access control (ABAC).
Verifiability: The policy logic should be verifiable againstformal proper�es, e. g. privilege escala�on safety [6]or workflow sa�sfiability [3]. This inevitably involvesrepresen�ng the policy in an adequately expressiveformal calculus.
Ergonomics: Syntax, seman�cs and idioma�cs of alanguage used to implement the policy, e. g. inan OS kernel module or a server process, shouldconstruc�vely avoid errors that invalidate anypreviously achieved correctness guarantees.
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Reliable enforcement: As an interface to enforce apolicy, a generalized run�me environment (RTE)is required which enforces both total media�onand tamperproofness of the policy implementa�on,independent of their OS- and applica�on-specificspecifica�on.
As becomes apparent, all four requirements depend onlanguages to represent an AC policy that significantlydiffer in level of abstrac�on, expressiveness, syntax, andseman�cs. This results in several, possibly error-pronetransla�on steps. Paradoxically, such transla�ons counterthe very goal of the individual languages in this process,since they again allow errors to be introduced throughmanual interpreta�on and rewri�ng.
In our work to be presented based on this abstract,we argue for an approach to AC policy engineering andimplementa�on that aims at two goals: (1) wheneverpossible, transla�ons between heterogeneous policyrepresenta�ons should be done automa�cally; (2)whenever inevitable, manual transla�ons effort shouldbe as low as possible.
Based on original contribu�ons towards these goals, weillustrate how we can already model, specify and translatean ABAC policy to an actual implementa�on in the Rustprogramming language [7]. We introduce DynaMo, anovel policy specifica�on language, which features asyntax and seman�cs derived frommathema�cal nota�onconven�ons of a flexible formal ABAC calculus [8]. Basedon a state-machine simula�on implemented for thiscalculus [1], it enables automated analyses of dynamicsecurity proper�es. We further present dmo2rs asongoing work: a transpiler from DynaMo to the Rustprogramming language for correct policy implementa�on.We conclude with dabac-rs [9], a prototype of a policy-neutral RTE, to be integrated in systems so�ware as aready-made Rust crate.
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